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Abstract
We build a time varying parameter COMPASS model using methodology developed
by Galvão, Giraitis, Kapetanios and Petrova (2015a) and (2015b) in order to investigate
structural changes in the U.K. economy. We find that the risk premium shock, which in
the model is a wedge between the interest rate set by the central bank and the rate faced
by consumers and firms, has played an important role during the recent financial crisis.
In particular, we find the volatility of the shock is nearly twofold its 2000 level and the
transmission of the shock to economic variables, such as the nominal interest rate, has
changed during the crisis. The time varying COMPASS also delivers improvements in the
density forecast performance compared to the standard fixed parameter COMPASS.
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Introduction

Dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models have become popular tools for macroeconomic analysis and forecasting. Their success is a result of their capacity to combine theoretical
foundations which deliver theory-consistent story for the model’s outcomes with business cycle
fluctuations which fit macroeconomic data well. Developments in Bayesian methods coupled with
innovations in computing have made it possible for medium- to large-sized DSGE models to be
estimated with ease. In fact, medium-sized DSGE models, such as the one presented in Smets and
Wouters (2007), are routinely estimated by academics and policy makers for the U.S. economy.
However, such models are tailor-made for U.S. data and the standard assumption made is closed
economy, which might not be appropriate for small open economies. Hence, central banks in other
countries have developed their own DSGE models aimed at fitting better data in their economy,
e.g. the Riksbank’s RAMSES model (Adolfson, Andersson, Linde, Villani and Vredin (2007)) or
the ECB’s New Area Wide model (Christo§el, Coenen and Warne (2010)). A medium-sized DSGE
for the U.K. economy was developed by Burgess, Fernandez-Corugedo, Groth, Harrison, Monti,
Theodoridis and Waldron (2013). COMPASS is an open economy New Keynesian model which
shares many theoretical features of other DSGE models.
The estimation of DSGE models relies on the assumption that the model’s parameters are not
subject to change; i.e. parameters are structural in Lucas sense - invariant to both policy and
shocks. In general, this is a strong assumption that is worthy of testing. And, over particular time
periods, there are reasons to doubt it will hold. For example, the UK economy is likely to have
experienced several structural breaks over several decades associated with changes in monetary
regime. Following the end of the Bretton Woods system and various crises in the mid 1970s, UK
monetary policy was set by the government with the aim of controlling various di§erent monetary
aggregates. This framework was replaced in the late 1980s by informal exchange rate targeting,
which was formalised in 1989 when the UK entered the Exchange Rate Mechanism. The ERM came
to an end in 1992 when the target level of sterling became unsustainable, after which it was replaced
by inflation targeting, which was conducted by the Government until 1997 and the Monetary Policy
Committee of the Bank of England subsequently. Putting aside the certainty that parameters
describing the behaviour of monetary policy would have changed over this period, it is hard to
believe that such fundamental changes in monetary regime would not have been accompanied by
changes in, for example, parameters describing the price setting behaviour of firms. More recently,
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the Great Recession of 2008 precipitated a large and persistent decline in activity relative to precrisis trends, which is hard to reconcile with pre-crisis parameter estimates. And, once the Bank
rate had become constrained by an e§ective lower bound, the picture is further complicated by the
adoption of large scale asset purchases and an increased use of forward guidance. At the very least,
it is hard to believe that parameters governing macroeconomic volatility (the standard deviations
of shocks) would have been una§ected by the crisis. Such parameter variation, if ignored can result
into misspecification and poor model fit. Hence, even if one believes in the structural nature of
DSGE parameters, it is important that one recognises at least the possibility of parameter drift.
The estimation exercise in Burgess et al. (2013) sidesteps some of these issues by restricting the
estimation to the post inflation targeting, pre financial crisis sample (1993-2007) and by removing
some of the remaining trends from the data (like the disinflation following the adoption of inflation
targeting in the early 1990s). This strategy has the advantage of making it more likely that the
constant parameter assumption is valid, but has two main drawbacks. The sample is, by almost
any standard, relatively short. Although this is mitigated by the use of Bayesian techniques, it is
certainly not ideal, because there would be additional variation over a longer sample that should
improve the identification of the posterior parameter estimates. More importantly, in hindsight,
it is clear that the 1993-2007 sample represents an extraordinarily benign period of steady growth
and broader macroeconomic stability. Parameter estimates over this period are, therefore, unlikely
to be a good guide to the future, which has obvious implications for forecasting. Time variation
in the model’s parameters can also be a signal for misspecification and hence allowing for time
variation can improve the fit of the model as well as serve as a future guide to amend and revise it.
Time variation in the preference parameters or in the volatility of structural shocks of a DSGE
model have been modelled by specifying a stochastic process for a small subset of the parameters
(Justiniano and Primiceri (2008), Fernandez-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramirez (2008)). For instance,
Fernandez-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramirez (2008) assume that agents in the model take into account
future parameter variation when forming their expectations. Similar assumptions are made by
Schorfheide (2005), Bianchi (2013), Foerster, Rubio-Ramirez, Waggoner and Zha (2014), but the
parameters are modelled as Markov-switching processes.
In contrast, Canova (2006), Canova and Sala (2009) and Castelnuovo (2012), allow for parameter
variation by estimating DSGE models over rolling samples. In recent work, Galvão et al. (2015a)
and (2015b) have provided a new approach that allows time varying estimation of Bayesian models,
used for the time varying estimation of the Smets and Wouters (2007) DSGE model in Galvão
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et al. (2015a) and (2015c). Their approach is an extension and formalisation of rolling window
estimation, generalised by combining kernel-generated local likelihoods with appropriately chosen
priors to generate a sequence of posterior distributions for the objects of interest over time, following
the methodology developed in Giraitis, Kapetanios and Yates (2014) and Giraitis, Kapetanios,
Wetherilt and Zikes (2015). Both the kernel and the rolling window approaches, when applied
to structural models, assume that, instead of being endowed with perfect knowledge about the
economy’s data generating process, agents take parameter variation as exogenous when forming
their expectations about the future. This assumption facilitates estimation and can be rationalised
from the perspective of models featuring learning problems, where agents form beliefs about the
parameters based on observing past data. For example, Cogley and Sargent (2009) utilise Kreps
(1998)’s anticipated utility approach, where at each period agents employ their current beliefs as
the true (time invariant) parameters. They show that in the presence of parameter uncertainty,
the anticipated utility approach outperforms the rational expectation approximation. A recent
application of the anticipated utility approach is Johannes, Lochstoer and Mou (2015), where
assets are priced at each point in time, using current posterior means for the parameters and
assuming that current values will last indefinitely in the future. At each period, agents learn the
new parameter values and adjust their expectations1 .
In this paper, we employ the Galvão et al. (2015a) approach and apply it to COMPASS to
investigate the structural nature of the parameters of the model. The flexibility of the approach
in the face of structural change allows for the possibility of estimating COMPASS over a longer
period, alleviating the need to restrict the sample to data post-1993. In addition, we investigate
the time-variation that is due to the financial crisis, in part because that is more immediately
applicable to analysis of the current economic outlook. The evident changes in the transmission of
monetary-policy shocks and in the estimated productivity trend we find, as well as the large changes
in the volatility parameters, highlight the importance of this exercise and contribute to the small
but expanding literature on estimating DSGE models with time variation in the parameters. Our
main empirical finding is that the risk premium shock in the model has played an important role in
the UK economy during the recent financial crisis. In particular, we find the volatility of the shock
is nearly twofold its 2000 level and the transmission of the shock to economic variables, such as the
1

A similar outcome can be achieved in a linearised DSGE model with random walk processes for the drifting

parameters (a frequently made assumption in the time varying parameter VAR literature), where rational expectations
on the side of agents would imply that the future values of the parameters are equal to the current posterior means.
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nominal interest rate, has changed considerably during the crisis. Finally, since COMPASS is used
routinely for generating quarterly forecasts for the UK economy, allowing the model’s parameters
to change and using only their most recent values for generating predictions is a useful modification
that makes the model more flexible and delivers some gains in the model’s forecasting performance.
The remainder of paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the Bayesian Local Likelihood approach of Galvão et al. (2015a), Section 3 presents COMPASS, Section 4 contains the
empirical results and forecasting comparison and Section 5 concludes.

2

Modelling time variation in DSGE parameters

This section outlines the estimation strategy based on the local Bayesian Local Likelihood (BLL)
method, developed in Galvão et al. (2015a) and (2015b). The linearized rational expectation model
can be written in the form
A(θt )xt+1 = B(θt )xt + C(θt )vt + D(θt )η t+1 ,

vt s N (0, Q(θt ))

where xt is a n × 1 the vector containing the model’s endogenous and exogenous variables, vt is
a k × 1 vector of structural shocks, η t+1 is an l × 1 vector of expectation errors, θt is a vector
of parameters, including parameters governing preferences and the shocks’ stochastic processes,
A, B, C and D are matrix functions of θt , and Q(θt ) is a diagonal covariance matrix. Observe that
we have one such equation for each point in time t.
A numerical solution of the rational expectations model can be obtained by one of the available
methods (for instance, Blanchard and Kahn (1980) or Sims (2002)). The resulting state equation
is given by
xt = F (θt )xt−1 + G(θt )vt

(1)

where the n×n matrix F and the n×k matrix G can be computed numerically for a given parameter
vector θt . The system is augmented with a measurement equation:
Yt = K(θt ) + Z(θt )xt + #t

#t s N (0, R(θt ))

(2)

where Yt is a an m × 1 vector of observables, normally of a smaller dimension than xt (i.e. m < n),
Z is a m × n matrix that links those observables to the latent variables in the model xt , K(θt ) is a
vector of time varying intercepts and #t is a vector of measurement errors with variance R(θt ).
Equations (1) and (2) define the state space representation of the model, which is linear and
Gaussian. Therefore, the Kalman filter can be employed to recursively build the likelihood of the
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sample of observables {Yj }Tj=1 . The likelihood of the sample - the product of the likelihood functions
of each observation - is given by
Lt (Y |θt ) =

T
Y

j=1

L(Yj |Y j−1 , θt )wtj for t = 1, ..., T

where wtj is an element of the T × T weighting matrix W = [wtj ], computed using a kernel function
"
#
t−j
w̃tj = K
for j, t = 1, ..., T
(3)
H
with a bandwidth parameter H. The weights are then normalised to sum to 2H + 1 for each t, i.e,
0
1
T
X
wtj = (2H + 1) @w̃tj /
w̃tj A for j, t = 1, ..., T.
j=1

In the fixed parameter case, the weights on each likelihood sum up to T . The di§erence comes
from the rolling window methodology and reflects its use of downweighting/subsampling. The
normalisation employed to maintain the relative balance between the likelihood and the prior does
not matter for maximising the objective function but it would enter the Hessian and hence the

standard errors. In this paper, the normal kernel function
)
*
1
1 2
K (x) = p exp − x
(4)
2
2π
p
is used to generate the weights wtj . We set H = T , in line with the optimal bandwidth parameter
choice used for inference of time-varying random coe¢cient models in Giraitis et al. (2014).
The local likelihood of the DSGE model at time t, denoted by Lt (Y |θt ), is augmented with the
prior distribution of the structural parameters, p(θt ), to get the posterior at time t, p(θt |Y ):
p(θt |Y ) =

T
Lt (Y |θt )p(θt ) Y
/
L(Yj |Y j−1 , θt )wtj p(θt ).
p(Y )
j=1

It should be noted that for our DSGE investigation, we assume the prior p(θt ) to be fixed over
time, i.e., p(θt ) = p(θ) for all t.
One could potentially allow the prior to be time-varying, exploring further the idea that the
posterior yesterday can be used for a prior today. However, since we focus only on the possibility
of parameter change driven by the data, we assume that the prior is constant over time.
To obtain the joint posterior distribution of the parameters, we use numerical methods since the
matrices F and G are non-linear functions of θ and hence the posterior does not fall into families
of known distributions and we cannot derive moments of that posterior analytically. The most
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commonly used procedure to generate draws from the posterior distribution of θ is the Metropolis,
Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller and Teller (1953) Algorithm, and its generalisation by Hastings
(1970). The algorithm described here is a slightly modified version of Schorfheide (2000)’s Random
Walk Metropolis (RWM). For each point in time t = 1, .., T, the algorithm implements the following
steps.
Step 1 The posterior is log-linearised and passed to a numerical optimisation routine. Optimisation with respect to θt is performed to obtain the posterior mode,
0
1
T
X
b
θt = arg min @−
wtj log L(Yj |Y j−1 , θt ) − log p(θt )A
θ

j=1

b t , the inverse of the (negative) Hessian, evaluated at the posStep 2 Numerically compute Σ

terior mode, θbt .

b t ).
Step 3 Draw an initial value θ0t from N (b
θt , c20 Σ

(k−1)

Step 4 For k = 1, ..., nsim , draw ζ t from the proposal distribution N (θt
Compute
r(θk−1
, ζ t |Y1:T ) = p(ζ t |Y )/p(θk−1
|Y ) =
t
t

T
Y

j=1

L(Yj |Y j−1 , ζ t )wtj p(ζ t )/

T
Y

j=1

b t ).
, c2 Σ

L(Yj |Y j−1 , θk−1
)wtj p(θk−1
),
t
t

which is the ratio between the weighted posterior at the proposal draw ζ t and the previous draw
θk−1
.
t
(k−1)

The step from θt

(k−1)

is accepted (setting θkt = ζ t ) with probability τ = min{1, r(θt

and rejected (θk−1
= θkt ) with probability 1 − τ .
t

, ζ t |Y1:T )}

Once the posterior distribution of the parameters is obtained, out-of-sample forecasts can be
generated. For each forecast, we only need the posterior distribution at the end of the corresponding in-sample period. Therefore, for generating DSGE based forecasts, our method is no more
computationally intensive than a standard fixed parameter DSGE forecasting: it requires the computation of the posterior only once. The predictive distribution of the sample p(YT +1:T +h |Y1:T ),
1 to h horizons ahead, is given by the conditional probability of the forecasts, averaged over all
possible values of the parameters, the variables in the state vector at the end of the sample xT , and
all possible future paths of the variables in the state vector xT +1:T +h : p(YT +1:T +h |Y1:T ) =
2
3
Z
Z
6
7
p(YT +1:T +h |s)p(s|xT , θT , Y1:T )ds5 p(xT |θT , Y1:T )p(θT |Y1:T )d(xT , θT )
4
(xT ,θT )

s=xT +1:T +h
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where p(θT |Y1:T ) is the posterior of the parameters at the end point T of the sample used. We
employ a slightly modified version of the algorithm for generating draws from the predictive distribution outlined in Del Negro and Schorfheide (2013). The algorithm is as follows.
Step 1 Using the saved draws from the posterior at the end of the sample p(θT |Y1:T ), for every
draw k = 1, .., nsim (or for every ith draw), use the Kalman filter to compute the moments of the
unobserved variables at T : p(xT |θkT , Y1:T ).

Step 2 Draw a sequence of shocks vTk +1:T +h from a N (0, Q(θkT )), where Q(θkT ) is a draw from

the estimated posterior distribution of the diagonal variance-covariance matrix of the shocks at T .
For each draw k from p(θT |Y1:T ) and from p(xT |θkT , Y1:T ), use the state equation to obtain forecasts
for the state variables
x
bkT +1:T +h = F (θkT )xkT :T +h−1 + G(θkT )vTk +1:T +h .

Step 3 Draw a sequence of shocks #kT +1:T +h from a N (0, R(θkT )), where R(θkT ) is a draw from
the estimated posterior distribution of the measurement error variance-covariance matrix of the
shocks at T .
Step 4 Use the forecast simulations for x
bkT +1:T +h and the shocks #kT +1:T +h in the measurement

equation

YbTk+1:T +h = K(θkT ) + Z(θkT )b
xkT +1:T +h + #kT +1:T +h .

Using the above algorithm, we obtain a predictive density of m × nsim draws of YbTk+1:T +H , which
can be used to obtain numerical approximations of moments, quantiles and densities of the ouf-ofsample forecasts. Finally, point forecasts can be computed using the mean of the predictive density
for each forecasting horizon.

3

Model and Data

We apply our methodology to an operational medium size DSGE model of the UK economy, namely
that used as the main organizing framework in the Bank of England forecasting process, since late
2011. A detailed description of the model - known as COMPASS, which is short for Central
Organizing Model fro Projection Analysis and Scenario Simulation - is presented in Burgess et al.
(2013).
For our purposes, a high level description of the model setup and an overview of the key mechanisms is enough. In particular, for the most part we will report log-linearized conditions, referring
8

to Burgess et al. (2013) for the derivation from first principles. The economy is made up of five
main economic agent types: households, firms, the monetary policy maker, the government and
the rest of the world. We will briefly describe each of them in turn.

Figure 1. Flow of Goods and Services in the COMPASS

3.1

Households

Households come in two types: optimizing and hand-to-mouth. Optimizing households make the
following key economic decisions:
1. [i.]
2. Intertemporal Consumption Decision
ct =

1+

C

1
+ ϵβ (1 −

−1
C )ϵC

[Et ct+1 +

C ct−1 ]

−

(1 +
"

! o (1 − C )
C ) ϵC + ϵβ (1 −

C)

#
3
4
wL
E
w
+
E
l
+
(w
+
l
)
t t+1
t t+1
t−1
t−1
C
Z
× rt − Et π Z
"B
wt + lt −
(5)
t+1 + ˆ
t − Et γ t+1 + (1 − ! o )
C
1 + C + ϵβ (1 − C )ϵ−1
C
Equation (??) is a relatively standard consumption Euler equation. The first term on the
RHS contains past consumption because agents’ utility is subject to habit formation while
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the second term contains a risk-premium term ˆ"B
t , which measures a wedge between the rate
set by policy-makers and that faced by consumers. The third term on the RHS depends on
the fact that a share (1 − ! 0 ) of the agents are hand-to-mouth so their consumption depends
on their labor income.
3. Investment Decision
Optimizing Households can smooth consumption over time by either investing in physical
capital or investing in financial assets. Investment is subject to adjustment costs, which
result in the following standard-looking Euler equation:
8
7
8
βΓH 7
1
1
Z
Z
i
+
γ
+
i
−
γ
+
t+1
t−1
t+1
t
H
1 + βΓH
1 + βΓH
(1 + βΓ ) (ΓH ΓZ ΓI )2

it =

"

tqt

+ ˆ"It

I

#

(6)

where tqt is Tobin’s q value of one unit of capital, which depends on the di§erence between
the future expected streams of returns on capital rtK and the real interest rate, adjusted for
the risk-premium shock:
tqt =

rK

7
8
1 − δK
rK
K
Et tqt+1 − rt − Et π Z
"B
Et rt+1
t+1 + ˆ
t + K
+ (1 − δ K )
r + (1 − δ K )

(7)

4. Portfolio Decision
Strictly speaking, households delegate their portfolio decision to risk-neutral portfolio packagers who collect deposits from households and buy domestic and foreign bonds. The endresult is the following UIP condition:
7
8
F
qt = Et qt+1 + rt − Et π Z
"B
t+1 − ˆ
t

(8)

which is an arbitrage condition between returns on domestic and foreign assets.
5. Wage Setting
Households supply di§erentiated labor services in a monopolistically competitive setting. As
a result the have some degree of wage-setting power, i.e. they set their nominal wage at a
markup over their marginal-rate of substitution between consumption and leisure (see Erceg,
Henderson and Levin (2000)). The wage setting process is also subject to an adjustment cost
(Rotemberg (1982)) which, when allowing for indexation to the previous periods’ wage rate
governed by ξ W , results in the following wage Phillips Curve:
πW
t

=

µ̂W
t

ϵC (cot − C cot−1 )
ˆ"L
− wt
ξW
βΓH
t + ϵL lt +
1− C
W
7
8
+
+
π
+
E πW
t−1
W
W
W t t+1
H
H
H
φW 1 + βΓ ξ
1 + βΓ ξ
1 + βΓ ξ
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(9)

where the first term on the RHS is the markup, which is allowed to vary over time, and the
second represents the marginal rate of substitution.
Hand-to-mouth households do not have access to financial markets by assumption. They will
consume their labor income in every period and will receive government transfers to ensure their
income grows in line with that of optimizing households along the balanced growth path.

3.2

Firms

The production sector in COMPASS is somewhat more complicated than in most medium-size
DSGEs (e.g. Smets and Wouters, 2007) because of interactions with the rest of the world and
because the model is required to provide a detailed breakdown of various "demand components".
1. [i.]
2. Value Added Producers
This is the most standard of sectors. Firms hire capital and labor, which are used in a
Cobb-Douglas production function:
vt = (1 − αL ) kt−1 + αL lt + ˆ"Tt F P

(10)

Firms face monopolistic competition, hence they set their price at a markup over their marginal cost. They are also subject to price-adjustment costs, which ultimately result in the
following value-added inflation Phillips Curve:
π Vt = µ̂Vt +

1
ξV
βΓH
V
V
+
mc
+
π
Et π Vt+1
t
t−1
φV (1 + βΓH ξ V )
1 + βΓH ξ V
1 + βΓH ξ V

(11)

3. Importers
They simply buy goods and serves from the rest of the world and sell it domestically. They
set prices in domestic currency at a markup over the marginal cost.
4. Final Output Producers
They operate a similar technology and are subject to the same time of pricing frictions as
the value added producers. However, their production function combines value-added output
and imports to produce final output.
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5. Retailers
Retailers operate in a competitive market and transform final output into Consumption, Business and Other Investment, Government Spending and Exports, as Figure 1 illustrates. In
so doing the operate linear technologies which di§er in their productivities. This is a technical expedient to accommodate di§erent trend growth rates in the corresponding observable
variables.
6. Exporters
They buy export goods from the corresponding retail sector and sell it to the rest of the
world. They operate in a monopolistically-competitive market subject to price-adjustment
frictions, which results in a Phillips Curve along the lines of equation (11) (prices are set in
foreign currency).

3.3

Monetary Policy

In COMPASS policy rates are set according to a simple linear reaction function:
2 0
1
3
3
X
1
A + θY ŷt 5 + ˆ"R
rt = θR rt−1 + (1 − θR ) 4θΠ @
πZ
t−j
t
4
j=0

which feature a response to annual inflation in deviation from its target (which also corresponds
to its steady-state level in COMPASS), the output gap and a degree of interest-rate smoothing
governed by θR . The Taylor rule is not subject to inflation-target shocks (see Del Negro et al.
(2014)) because the target has never changed in the UK since it was first introduced2

3.4

Government Spending

Real-government spending, in deviations from trend, is assumed to follow a simple autoregressive
process:
gt − gt−1 + γ Z
"G
t = (ρG − 1) gt−1 + ˆ
t

(12)

where γ Z
t measures labor-augmenting productivity and spending is financed via lump-sum taxes on
optimizing households.
2

The data is detrended in a way that we will details in the next section so that this is not an issue even prior to

the introduction of the 2 percent inflation target.
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3.5

Rest of the World

While it still retains some features of a closed economy, e.g. the interest-rate setting power, the
UK economy is, in many ways, modeled as a small open economy.
In particular, this implies that world output and prices are independent of domestic shocks,
with one important exception, which is necessary for balanced growth, namely the fact that the
world economy inherits the domestic permanent labor productivity shock according to a term ! Ft
which ensures the catching up of the world to the domestic productivity shock does not happen
instantaneously.
As a result, the world economy is described by three simple equations:
ztF
pX
t

F

xt

F
= ! Ft + ρZ F zt−1
+ ˆ"Z
t
F

F

F

= ρP X F pX
"Pt X
t−1 + ˆ
9
:
F
XF
= ztF + ˆ"κt − ϵF pEXP
−
p
t
t

(13)
(14)
(15)

which describe world output (which includes the ! Ft term described above), world prices and the
equation governing the demand for UK exports, which is an increasing function of world output
and a decreasing function of the prices of UK exports (pEXP
) relative to world prices, the " terms
t
representing exogenous disturbances.

4

Data

The model is estimated using fifteen macroeconomic quarterly time series3 for the period of 1987Q3
to 2012Q3. The variables, data transformations and measurement equations are described in the
Appendix. All variables, except for the policy rate, are log-di§erenced. We also subtract what we
call time-varying trends from some of the variables, e.g. exports. This terms represent a simple way
to capture the fact while the model implies a common long-run growth rate for all real variables,
the average growth rates measured in the sample di§er. Most time-varying trends capture this
idea, i.e. they subtract a constant from the log-di§erenced variable so that it roughly averages the
same growth rate as UK GDP.
The exception to this rule in the inflation time-varying trend, whose purpose is conceptually
slightly di§erent. Its purpose is to correct for the fact that prior to 1992 there was no explicit
3

Notice that COMPASS features 16 structural shocks and 7 measurement errors, so the number of shocks is larger

than the number of observables.
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inflation target so there should be no expectation that inflation hovered around 2 percent on average.
Hence we pre-process the data so that imposing a 2 percent average for inflation throughout is not
restrictive.
Irrespective of the motivations behind these corrections, what matters for our purposes is that
they are applied before the data is shown to the model and they do not depend on model estimates.
Rather they are part of the transformation of raw data into model-consistent observables and
capture features of the data COMPASS is not meant to model accurately (e.g. secular trends in
world trade).

5

A time varying COMPASS Model

5.1

Estimation Results

In this section we present results for the fixed parameter model and also for the version with time
varying parameters estimated with the BLL method described in Section 2. In both cases, we
employ most priors from Burgess et al. (2013)4 , with four MH chains with 220, 000 draws each,
from which we drop the first 20, 000, and apply a thinning rate of 50%5 . We set the MH scaling
parameters such that acceptance rates are around 25%6 . We apply the BLL method using the
p
Normal kernel function in equation (4) with a bandwidth size of T . The results are presented
in Figures 1-3. We employ Figures 1-3 to judge informally whether a parameter’s variation is
substantial by checking whether the BLL estimates are outside the confidence bands of the fixedparameter estimate.
The Taylor rule parameters are subjected to some time variation. In particular, the inflation
targeting parameter falls after 2003 and remains low during the recent financial crisis, while the
output gap coe¢cient increases twofold from its early 2000s levels, indicating the shifting priority
of the central bank away from inflation and towards output during the financial turmoil of 2008.
In addition, the volatility of the monetary policy shock also increases in the end of the sample.
4

See Appendix for details.
That is, our e§ective number of draws is 400,000 after thinning and burning.
6
Roberts, Gelman and Gilks (1997) show that the optimal acceptance rate is 0.234; their results serve as a rough
5

benchmark in the literature; however, they are asymptotic and rest on the assumption that the elements of each
chain are independent.
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Figure 1. Posterior Estimates. The dark blue dotted line is the posterior mean obtained with BLL, the light blue dotted lines are
the 5% and 95% posterior bands, the dotted black line is the posterior mean obtained with standard fixed parameter Bayesian
estimation and the dotted green lines are the corresponding 5% and 95% posterior bands around it.

Figure 2. Posterior Estimates. The dark blue dotted line is the posterior mean obtained with BLL, the light blue dotted lines are
the 5% and 95% posterior bands, the dotted black line is the posterior mean obtained with standard fixed parameter Bayesian
estimation and the dotted green lines are the corresponding 5% and 95% posterior bands around it.

In fact, we find considerable time variation in some parameters that govern the stochastic
processes of the exogenous shocks. In particular, we find that both the persistence and the volatility
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of the risk premium shock display a U-shape over our sample period, with its standard deviation
more than doubling in the end of the sample compared to pre-crisis levels. Moreover the volatility
of the world output shock also increase in the end of the sample, in order to capture the increased
volatility we observe in foreign output data during the crisis.
Trend productivity, the steady state growth rate of final output per capita, also falls slightly
during the crisis. The standard fixed parameter approach underestimates this value between 19952005 but overestimates it at the beginning and end of the sample. This parameter is important for
generating forecasts7 as it appears in several of the measurement equations (output, consumptions,
investment, export, imports and wages) and allowing it to vary is expected to have an e§ect on the
model’s forecasting performance.
Finally, in Figure 3, we observe that the measurement errors volatilities of our time varying
COMPASS model are uniformly lower than the estimates of the standard fixed parameter model,
implying that allowing for time variation in fact improves the fit of the model leading to smaller
measurement error.

Figure 3. Posterior Estimates. The dark blue dotted line is the posterior mean obtained with BLL, the light blue dotted lines are
the 5% and 95% posterior bands, the dotted black line is the posterior mean obtained with standard fixed parameter Bayesian
estimation and the dotted green lines are the corresponding 5% and 95% posterior bands around it.

7

In fact, Burgess et al. (2013) calibrate this parameter to a value of 1.007 (or 2.7902 in annualised terms).
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5.2

Time varying impulse response functions

In this section, we investigate the changing transmission mechanism of shocks over time. Figure
4 and 5 display the impulse response functions for output, prices, nominal interest rate and the
exchange rate to a monetary policy shock varying over time8 . Figure 4 displays responses to a
one standard deviation of the shock and captures the e§ect of the policy shock on the variables
of interest, while also taking into account the changing size of the shock. Figure 5, on the other
hand, presents the responses to a 25 basis points shock, which is useful in investigating changes in
the transmission mechanism of the shock while keeping the size of the shock constant over time.
It is evident from the estimation results in Figure 2 that the size of the monetary policy shock,
that is, its volatility, displays a U-shape, with values of 0.1 in the period 1995-2005. This could be
interpreted as evidence for stable policy during that period and hence the nominal rate responds to
the shock by less. As result, both output and inflation become less responsive to the policy shock
during this period, which is clear from Figure 4.
Figure 4. Impulse response functions of variables to 1 st. dev. of monetary policy shock over time

From Figure 5, it is evident that even when we ‘switch o§’ the changing volatility over time,
by keeping the size of the shock fixed, output and inflation remain less responsive to the shock
after 1997. These results are consistent with evidence presented in Boivin and Giannoni (2006) for
the U.S., who interpret the decreased responsiveness of inflation and output to a monetary policy
shock after the 1980s which they find in their application, as an outcome of the monetary authority
8

The monetary policy shock in the model is a transitory shock without persistence.
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becoming more e§ective and systematically more responsive in managing economic fluctuations
after 1980. Similarly, for the UK, we can explain the decreased responsiveness of output and
inflation to a policy shock (i.e. response to the non-systematic component of monetary policy) by
the Bank of England becoming independent and hence more e§ective in the systematic conduct of
monetary policy after 1998.
Figure 5. Impulse response functions of variables to 25 basis points of monetary policy shock over time

Figure 6 and 7 present the impulse response functions of output, consumption, the nominal rate
and investment to: (i) a one standard deviation and, (ii) 25 basis points of the risk premium shock
respectively. From the analysis in the previous section, both the persistence and the volatility of
the shock display a U-shape during 1995-2005, so it is not surprising that the responses to the shock
follow a similar pattern with responses for output, consumption and investment all responding less
to the shock both on impact and on duration during this period. In addition, we find evidence
of considerable time variation in the transmission mechanism of the risk premium shock to the
nominal interest rate and this result is robust whether we consider the changing size of the shock,
as in Figure 6, or 25 basis points, as in Figure 7. In particular, the response to a standard deviation
of the shock is close to zero during the period of 1997-2005 on impact and on duration and jumps
to -0.2 during the crisis period with around 15 quarters required for the nominal rate to go back
to steady state. This large structural change in the nominal rate during the second half of the
sample can be explained by the uncovered time variation in the Taylor rule output gap parameter
during the same period, since output gap is a§ected by the risk premium shock through its e§ect
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on consumption and investment. This, combined with the increase in the size of the risk premium
shock, causes an intensified response of the interest rate.
Figure 6. Impulse response functions of variables to 1 st. dev. of risk premium shock over time

Figure 7. Impulse response functions of variables to 25 basis points of risk premium shock over time
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5.3

Time varying variance decompositions

In this section, we investigate the changing variance decompositions of key model observables over
time. Figure 8-10 display the proportion of the variance of GDP growth, inflation and the policy
rate respectively explained by the various exogenous shocks over time. The variance of GDP growth
is explained primarily by the variance of demand shocks but towards the end of the sample, we see
that the risk premium shock also starts to play a role even at longer horizons. Inflation’s variation
is absorbed almost entirely by the variance of domestic mark up shock at one quarter ahead, while
at two and four years, we observe that imported price shocks and the risk premium shock also have
an e§ect.
Figure 8. Variance decomposition of output growth over time

Finally, the variance of the policy rate is almost entirely explained by the variance of the
monetary policy shock at one quarter ahead. At the period 1997-2005, domestic demand shocks
explain around 20-40% of the policy rate variation at two and four years, while at the end of the
sample, the risk premium shock explains nearly 80% of the policy rate variation. This is more
evidence suggesting that the role of the risk premium shock has been substantial during the recent
financial crisis. There are two competing explanations for these results. First, the risk premium
is a wedge between the interest rate set by the central bank and the rates faced by agents in the
model at which they borrow and lend and in this sense, the risk premium shock can be thought
of as a shock to the borrowing costs of agents. So, unsurprisingly, its size increases during the
20

recent financial crisis, reflecting the increasing borrowing costs during the so called credit crunch.
A second and more critical approach to explaining the result is by recalling that COMPASS is a
stylised DSGE model which lacks a financial sector and can therefore not account for the events of
2008, other than through an increase in the variance of the exogenous risk premium shock.
Figure 9. Variance decomposition of inflation over time

Figure 10. Variance decomposition of policy rate over time
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5.4

Forecasting

In this section we evaluate the relative forecasting performance of our time varying parameter
COMPASS (TVP-COMPASS) model. In addition, we compare the forecasting record of COMPASS against the fixed-parameter COMPASS (F-COMPASS) specification. We measure accuracy
of point forecasts using the root mean squared forecast error (RMSFE). The accuracy of density
forecasts are measured by log predictive scores. We compute the logscore with the help of a nonparametric estimator to smooth the draws from the predictive density obtained for each forecast
and horizon. We test whether the TVP-COMPASS model is statistically more accurate than the
benchmark F-COMPASS with the Diebold and Mariano (1995) statistic computed with NeweyWest estimator to obtain standard errors. We provide the results of the Diebold-Mariano two-sided
test for the RMSFEs and logscores. In addition, we also informally access the density forecast performance of the two models by looking at the probability integral transformation (PIT) at Figure
9, computed as the cumulative density function of the nonparametric estimator for the predictive
density at the ex-post realised value of the target variable obtained for each forecast and horizon.

Table 1. RMSFEs. The figures under TVP-COMPASS are absolute RMSFEs, computed as the mean of the predictive density,
the figures under the F-COMPASS are ratios of RMSFEs of TVP-COMPASS over the alternative fixed parameter COMPASS
model. ’*’, ’**’ and ’***’ indicate rejection of the null of equal performance against the two-sided alternative at 10%, 5%
and 1% significance level respectively, using a Diebold - Mariano test.

Table 1 presents the absolute performance of the our TVP COMPASS model (in RMSFEs)
and the relative performance of our approach to the standard F-COMPASS over di§erent horizons
(numbers smaller than one imply superior performance of the TVP COMPASS relative to the FCOMPASS). One, two and three stars indicate that we reject the null of equal accuracy in favour
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of the better performing model at significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1% respectively. In order to
better understand the strengths and weaknesses of our time varying modification, we have split
the forecast sample into two sub-periods: 1997Q3-2005Q2 and 2005Q3-2010Q4. Moreover, we
estimate two di§erent specifications of COMPASS: with an without estimating the productivity
trend parameter. When this trend is not estimated, it is calibrated to a value of.1.007 as in
Burgess et al. (2013). From Table 1, several conclusions emerge. First, in the relatively tranquil
period of 1997Q3-2005Q2, which we argued in the previous section is characterised by low volatility
of monetary policy and risk premium shocks, we find better point forecasts for output growth,
consumption growth and the interest rate. The better forecast performance of the TVP COMPASS
model for the interest rate is due to the uncovered time variation in the policy rule parameters and
in particular, the coe¢cient on output gap. Moreover, we find large significant improvements for
inflation (17-19%) at short horizons, while the F-COMPASS performs better at longer horizons.
Second, when looking at the period 2005Q3-2010Q4, we find statistically significant improvements
for output, consumption and hours growth. On the other hand, our TVP COMPASS delivers
slightly worse forecasts for inflation, but the di§erences are rarely statistically significant. Third,
it seems that whether we estimate the productivity trend or keep it fixed makes little di§erence as
far as forecasting is concerned. However, there is a pattern in the results; in the first subperiod,
adding the trend to the parameter vector delivers almost always uniformly worse points (although
the di§erences are very small). This is interesting and could be explained by the fact that the
period is characterised by relatively stable productivity over time, hence as long as productivity
is calibrated at a reasonable value, adding it to the parameter vector only reduces the degrees of
freedom of the estimation, which makes forecasts worse. On the other hand, in the period 2005Q32010Q4, when trend productivity is on the downhill, as shown in Figure 3, the forecasts generated
with the trend specification are almost always uniformly better than when keeping trend calibrated.
Table 2 accesses the quality of the density forecasts measured by logscores of the predictive
density. The table displays absolute log predictive score for the TV COMPASS model and di§erences in logscores over the alternative F-COMPASS model, so numbers greater than zero imply
superior performance of our approach. It is clear from Table 2 that allowing for time variation
in the parameters of COMPASS delivers large and statistically significant improvements in the
density forecasts during 1997Q3-2005Q2. The period of 2005Q3-2010Q4, on the other hand, is
characterised by better TVP COMPASS performance for some variables (output, consumption and
hours growth), while worse for others.
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Table 2: Log Predictive Scores. The figures under TVP-COMPASS are absolute log predictive scores, computed as the log of
the predictive density evaluated at the ex-post realised observation, the figures under F-COMPASS are di§erences of log cores
of the TVP-COMPASS over the alternative fixed parameter model. ’*’, ’**’ and ’***’ indicate rejection of the null of equal
performance against the two-sided alternative at 10%, 5% and 1% significance level respectively, using a Diebold-Mariano test.

Figure 11. Probability Integral Transformations. The histogram with green bars displays the PITs for the TVP-COMPASS
model, computed as the cdf of the predictive density evaluated at the ex-post realised observation, the histogram with blue
bars displays the PITs for the F-COMPASS model; the blue dotted line is the cdf of a uniform distribution.

Finally, looking at the PITs in Figure 11 for selected variables at one step ahead, although
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neither model is very close to the uniform cdf, it seems that our TVP-COMPASS modification is
at least relatively more uniform than the standard fixed parameter COMPASS model.

6

Conclusion

This paper applied a nonparametric procedure developed by Galvão et al. (2015a) to COMPASS
using UK data, in order to assess the question of structural change in the model’s parameters. We
found evidence for time variation in the Taylor rule parameters as well as in the volatilities and
persistence degrees of some of the exogenous shocks. By looking at the impulse response functions
and the variance decompositions, we also reached a conclusion about the importance of the risk
premium shock and its role in the recent financial crisis. We o§ered two alternative explanations for
this result. The first provides an account for the crisis through an increase in the borrowing costs
of agents in the model, while the second explains the result through misspecification which shows
up in the variances of the exogenous component of the model, by arguing that the DSGE model
is too slylised to fit well the events of the crisis. Finally, this paper also provided a forecasting
comparison of the TVP COMPASS model with the standard fixed parameter COMPASS and we
found gains for both point and density forecasts, especially in the 1997Q3-2005Q2 period.
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7

Appendix

Parameter

Description

Value

! CZ

Steady state share of consumption in final output

0.5031

! IZ

Steady state share of business investment in final output

0.0845

!I O Z

Steady state share of ‘other’ investment in final output

0.0370

! GZ

Steady state share of goverment spending in final output

0.1662

! XZ

Steady state share of exports in final output

0.2092

!M Z

Steady state share of imports in final output

0.2197

ΓH

Trend population growth

1.0020

ΓZ

Trend productivity growth

1.0070

ΓI

Trend investment growth relative to final output growth

1.0036

ΓX

Trend export growth relative to final output growth

1.0025

ΓG

Trend government spending growth relative to final output

0.9950

Π∗

Inflation target

1.0050

β

Household discount factor

0.9986

! LV

Steady state labour share

0.6774

!V Z

Steady state value added share

0.7599

µZ

Steady state final output price mark-up

1.0050

δK

Capital depreciation rate

0.0077

ζ !F

Speed at which rest of the world inherits LAP shocks

0.9000

β f actor

‘Over-discounting’ factor

0.0100

σ µV

Standard deviation of value added price mark-up shock

0.0500

σT F P

Standard deviation of TFP shock

0.0500

ρT F P

Persistence of TFP forcing process

0.9000

ρLAP

Persistence of LAP forcing process

0.0000

Table 1: Calibrated Parameters
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Prior
Parameter

Description

Distribution

Mean

Std

θR
θΠ

Policy rule interest rate smoothing

Beta

0.800

0.100

Policy rule inflation response

Normal

1.500

0.250

θY

Policy rule output gap response

Beta

0.125

0.075

φZ

Final output price adjustment cost

Gamma

7.000

2.000

φV

Value added price adjustment cost

Gamma

7.000

2.000

φM

Import price adjustment cost

Gamma

10.00

2.000

φX

Export price adjustment cost

Gamma

10.00

2.000

φW

Nominal wage adjustment cost

Gamma

14.00

2.000

ξZ

Indexation of final output prices

Beta

0.25

0.075

ξV

Indexation of value added prices

Beta

0.25

0.075

ξM

Indexation of import prices

Beta

0.25

0.075

ξX

Indexation of export prices

Beta

0.25

0.075

ξW

Indexation of nominal wages

Beta

0.25

0.075

C

Habit formation parameter

Beta

0.70

0.150

I

Investment adjustment cost

Gamma

2.00

0.400

ϵC

Coe¢cient of relative risk aversion

Gamma

1.50

0.200

ϵL

Labour supply elasticity

Gamma

2.00

0.300

ϵF

Price elasticity world demand, UK exports

Gamma

0.75

0.100

!o

Share of optimising households

Beta

0.70

0.050

ρB

Persistence of risk premium forcing process

Beta

0.75

0.100

ρI

Persistence of investment adjustment shock

Beta

0.75

0.100

ρG

Persistence of government spending shock

Beta

0.90

0.050

ρI O

Persistence of other investment shock

Beta

0.75

0.100

ρκF

Persistence of export preference shock

Beta

0.75

0.100

ρM

Persistence of import preference shock

Beta

0.75

0.100

ρL

Persistence of labour supply shock

Beta

0.75

0.100

Table 2: Priors and posteriors for estimated parameters
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Prior
Parameter

Description

Distribution

Mean

Std

ρB F
ρP X F

Persistence of UIP shock

Beta

0.75

0.10

Persistence of world export price shock

Beta

0.90

0.05

ρZ F

Persistence of world output shock

Beta

0.90

0.05

σB

St dev of risk premium shock

Gamma

0.50

0.20

σI

St dev of investment adjustment shock

Gamma

1.90

0.20

σG

St dev of government spending shock

Gamma

3.00

0.20

σI O

St dev of other investment shock

Gamma

14.0

1.00

σ κF

St dev of export preference shock

Gamma

2.20

0.20

σM

St dev of import preference shock

Gamma

2.20

0.20

σ LAP

St dev of LAP growth shock

Gamma

0.35

0.10

σL

St dev of labour supply shock

Gamma

0.75

0.20

σR

St dev of monetary policy shock

Gamma

0.10

0.10

σBF

St dev of UIP shock

Gamma

0.65

0.20

σ µZ

St dev of final output markup shock

Gamma

0.10

0.10

σ µW

St dev of wage markup shock

Gamma

0.30

0.10

σ µM

St dev of import markup shock

Gamma

1.30

0.20

σ µX

St dev of export markup shock

Gamma

1.30

0.20

σP X F

St dev of world export price shock

Gamma

1.60

0.20

σZ F

St dev of world output shock

Gamma

2.50

0.20

σ me
i

St dev of investment measurement error

Gamma

0.35

0.10

σ me
X

St dev of export measurement error

Gamma

0.18

0.055

σ me
M

St dev of import measurement error

Gamma

0.18

0.055

σ me
L
σ me
W
σ me
PM
σ me
PX

St dev of hours measurement error

Gamma

0.045

0.013

St dev of wage measurement error

Gamma

0.125

0.0275

St dev of import price measurement error

Gamma

0.34

0.075

St dev of export price measurement error

Gamma

0.34

0.075

Table 3: Priors and posteriors for estimated parameters
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Variable

Description

Data transformation equation

gdpkp

Real GDP

dlngdpkpt ≡ 100∆ ln gdpkpt

ckp

Real cons.

dlnckpt ≡ 100∆ ln ckpt

ikkp

Real inv.

dlnikkpt ≡ 100∆ ln ikkpt

gonskp

Real spending

dlngonskpt ≡ 100∆ ln gonskpt

xkp

Real exports

mkp

Real imports

pxdef

Export deflator

dlnxkpt ≡ 100∆ ln xkpt − dlnxkptt
t

dlnmkpt ≡ 100∆ ln mkpt − dlnmkptt
t

dlnpxdeft ≡ 100∆ ln pxdeft − Π∗,tt
− Πx,tt
t
t

dlnpmdeft ≡ 100∆ ln pmdeft − Π∗,tt
− Πm,tt
t
t

pmdef

Import deflator

awe

Nom. wage

cpisa

SA CPI

rga

Bank Rate

eer

Sterling ERI

dlneert ≡ 100∆ ln eert

hrs

Hours worked

dlnhrst ≡ 100∆ ln hrst

yf

World output

pxfdef

World exp. def.

dlnawet ≡ ∆ ln awet − Π∗,tt
t

dlncpisat ≡ 100∆ ln cpisat − Π∗,tt
t
1
"
at # 4
∗,tt
robst ≡ 100 ln 1 + rg
−
Π
t
100
dlnyft ≡ 100∆ ln yft − dlnyftt
t

dlnpxfdeft ≡ 100∆ ln pxfdeft − Πxt f,tt

Measurement equation
!
$
V
" X #− 1−α
Z H
αV
∆vt + γ Z
+
100
ln
Γ
Γ
Γ
t
"
#
Z
∆ct + γ t + 100 ln ΓZ ΓH
" Z H I#
I
∆it + γ Z
+ σ me
I met
t + 100 ln Γ Γ Γ
" Z H G#
∆gt + γ Z
t + 100 ln Γ Γ Γ
" Z H X#
X
∆xt + γ Z
+ σ me
X met
t + 100 ln Γ Γ Γ
"
#
Z H X
M
∆mt + γ Z
+ σ me
M met
t + 100 ln Γ Γ Γ
∆pEX
− ∆qt + π Z
t
t + 100 ln
πM
t + 100 ln

∗

PX
+ σ me
P X met

PM
+ σ me
P M met
"
#
Z
Z ∗
W
∆wt + γ Z
+ σ me
W met
t + π t + 100 ln Γ Π
Π
ΓX

∗
πC
t + 100 ln Π

rt + 100 ln R
∆qt − π Z
t

L
∆lt + 100 ln ΓH + σ me
L met
"
#
Z H
∆ztF + γ Z
t + 100 ln Γ Γ
F

∆pX
+ 100 ln
t

Π∗
ΓX

Table 4: Observables, data transformation and measurement equations
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Π∗
ΓX

